Digital Predictions
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Digital marketing is always
evolving and, as 2013 showed,
marketers must adapt to these
changes in order to continue
delivering results for their
clients.

What to expect in 2014
Our team has compiled a list of the digital marketing trends
that will be big players in the coming year.
In this document, we take an in-depth look at marketing
automation, personalisation, mobile e-commerce, SEO of the
future, brand power, performance PPC and more.
These predictions are free for you to read, share and

Last year buzzwords such as big data, content marketing,

download.

newsjacking and native advertising were at the forefront of
marketers’ minds. Mobile was a major player, as was
responsive design.
Google threw us curveballs which included the algorithm
updates Penguin 2.0 and Hummingbird. They pushed
enhanced campaigns on paid search advertisers and moved
even more keywords to now appear as not provided in
Google Analytics.
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Tina Judic
Managing Director

#1 Marketing
automation is here.
Content at the ready!
The pressure is on! Marketing budgets are expected to
achieve more and more, with marketing departments

Tina is the Managing Director at Found and has over 15

expected to further prove their contribution to the bottom

years of online marketing experience, including website

line.

development, afﬁliate, search and conversion-led
marketing. A proven results deliverer, operational leader
and team motivator, Tina has experience across a
number of sectors including retail, travel, and ﬁnance
within afﬁliate, agency, client and network ﬁelds.

Automated marketing
will grow to $4.8 billion
by 2015

- IDC

@tinajudic
/+TinaJudic

Engagement and awareness simply isn’t enough. It’s time
marketing delivered more; producing continual leads, sales

http://www.found.co.uk/
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and ongoing business. Coupled with this pressure is the

Founded on pre-deﬁned journeys and a series of triggered

growth and evolution of the internet, of people’s engagement

communication that encourages a prospect down the sales

with advertising, of their desire for more enriched, relevant

funnel, marketing automation platforms combine content,

and personalised content – the empowered consumer. It’s a

email, search and display in a form of closed loop marketing;

ﬁckle world out there.

enabling the mechanisation of tasks and content, dependant
upon where a prspect is within the sales funnel.

Marketing automation is going to be one answer to the
challenges marketeers face in 2014. According to predictions
by global market intelligence ﬁrm, IDC, the total market for
automated marketing will grow to $4.8 billion by 2015.
Already a big player in the US, marketing automation will hit
UK shores with a bang, and those who understand it and

Marketing automation will
hit UK shores with a bang,
and those who understand
it and implement it
correctly will be the
winners in this new race.

implement it correctly will be the winners in this new race.
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The greatest promise of marketing automation is the ability

As Hubspot recently put it, “Without smart, tailored, useful

to trigger messages based upon visitors’ actions on your site,

content - marketing automation is just an intelligent

ideally targeting them with highly relevant content. However,

spamming tool.”

marketing automation will not be a be-all and end-all
solution to marketing departments – it is not a simple

Content will be key to any organisation, irrespective of

implementation that can replace marketing teams with

whether they implement automated tools or not. A smart

automation robots.

mix of automation, agility, data insight, asset management
and content will deliver the winning combination to
marketing success in 2014.

Without smart, tailored,
useful content - marketing
automation is just an
intelligent spamming tool
- Hubspotfffffffff
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Luke Townsend
Creative Director

#2 Mobile advertising
comes of age
Up until now advertisers have increasingly been targeting
mobile as part of their marketing strategies. In 2014 we will

As Found’s Creative Director, Luke has designed and
improved the conversion rate of numerous websites,
launched popular mobile apps and masterminded social
games that have delivered impressive and tangible
results for their brands. He has 7 years of digital
experience and he constantly challenges conventional
thinking on campaigns big and small to keep Found at
the forefront of performance and innovation.

start to see mobile becoming the main marketing channel for
many campaigns. It will be the one that leads the way for the
other channels to follow.
Nearly every webmaster with an interest in analytics can see
that mobile is either fast becoming or already is the main
device for online content consumption. With this trend set to
continue, advertising will march on; optimising to new
models, redeﬁning content and ﬁnding the niches in which
mobile users will convert best.

@found_luke

E-commerce is generally still playing catch up, scratching its

/+LukeTownsend9
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head as to why mobile trafﬁc isn’t quite converting as
expected. As habits are changing, devices are evolving and
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the overall mobile experience is improving through a series of
reﬁnements happening all at once and over a reasonably
short space of time.

Mobile searchers [are]
66% more likely to
have local intent than
their counterparts on
a desktop...

- Path-to-Purchase Study

With increased speeds (4G) and
better mobile experiences, come
increased opportunities for
advertisers.
With increased speeds (4G) and better experiences, come
increased opportunities for advertisers. This is especially true
in the Geo-Local space with mobile searchers 66% more
likely to have local intent than their counterparts on a
desktop according to the Mobile Path-to-Purchase study.
Mobile users are also said to be much closer to purchase in

In 2014, new ad formats will continue to emerge. Video ads

many situations too. In an interview earlier this year, Surojit

will further evolve within the medium and real-time bidding

Chatterjee, the head of global mobile search ads at Google,

ad platforms will ﬁnally be embraced as the ﬁrst choice

explained that a search on a mobile indicates an urgency that

method of delivery. Mobile is growing up and will likely lead

the same search wouldn’t have on desktop - think roadside

the way for future advertising.

recovery or hotel searches.
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Techniques like click-to-call and geo-targeting ads are now
becoming commonplace, whilst the brave and the bold
brands will be adopting proximity-based ad serving and
geo-conquesting in 2014.
There are also real developments from the ad networks, with
a shift in tactics towards utilising mobile data to sort people
into demographic and audience segments.
The movements of a phone and where it ‘lives’ gives away
key information about its owner. This allows them to be put
into audience segments, something comfortably familiar for
traditional advertisers, thus widening the appeal of mobile
ads to a less mobile-savvy group of advertisers.
Mobile will bridge the gap between online and offline and it
may just happen a lot quicker than you thought it might.
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Simon Raybould
Technical Director

#3 The end of the law
of averages
As digital marketing technology pushes segmentation,
dynamic delivery and personalised content there will be an
end to the law of averages.

Simon is an integral part of Found’s innovative thinking.

Optimisation used to mean effective A/B testing but the

He is always researching and evaluating the latest

adoption of big data solutions has led to the collection and

advances in digital technology, to create new ways to

analysis of huge amounts of information in marketing

enhance internal systems and to launch new services to

systems.

the market. He has 12 years’ experience in software
development, previously working as a Technical Director
for a web design agency.

/+SiRaybould
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Customers will enjoy relevant
content that informs them
about the things they’re
actually interested in.

78% of consumers believe
that organisations providing
custom content are
interested in building good
relationships with them...
- TMG Custom Media

The insights gained show that one size does not ﬁt all sometimes A is better for X while B may be better for Y. It is a
bit like Malcolm Gladwell’s talk Choice, happiness and

According to TMG Custom Media, 78% of consumers believe

spaghetti sauce, which, in short, offers the conclusion that

that organisations providing custom content are interested in

there is no perfect sauce because each person has different

building good relationships with them.

tastes and preferences.
Delivering this tailored content will not only drive better
Clustering and segmentation can be based on a variety of

conversion rates, it will create a more compelling brand

things, including location, device and/or behaviour. This data

experience that increases engagement and, ultimately,

can be used to dynamically deliver highly-targeted marketing

loyalty - the Holy Grail.

so customers will enjoy relevant content that informs them
about the things they are actually interested in.
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Jamie Brady

#4 Brand power:
tackling the
aggregator sites

Head of Performance Marketing
and Lead Generation

This year has seen huge dominance for the aggregator site
across a lot of different verticals. Merchants and even

As Head of Performance Marketing and Lead Generation,
Jamie is responsible for maximising client revenue
across Found’s performance PPC campaigns and
specialising in CPA and CPL optimisation. He has lived
and breathed the performance PPC space for over 7

afﬁliate networks increasingly rely on these sites to deliver
huge portions of their revenue. This leaves us asking if there
is a plan to bring more power back to the merchant and the
brand in the long-term.

years and has been instrumental in building out Found’s
performance and afﬁliate offering.

@jamie_brady
+JamieBradyFound
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Dedicated search partners can
enter the search space and help
to claim back more brand power
for these merchants...
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Although an age-old concept, brand protection, as it is most
commonly known, is still proving its worth. It is
demonstrating that dedicated search partners can enter the
search space and help to claim back more brand power for
these merchants, often while investing in generic and site
growth at the same time.
With a lot of these aggregator sites often able to claim huge
N
A
R
B

opportunity to bring in brand partners for a far lesser cost;

D

commissions for their sales, there exists a genuine
saving the business money whilst increasing sales and
customer database.
Although aggregator sites are here to stay, I predict that more
R

merchants will start looking at different ways to take back
A

G

G

R

E

G

A

T

O

control.
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George Bett
Senior Partnerships Manager
George has worked in performance marketing for 5
years, originally getting his start at DGM afﬁliate network
before heading up the partnership team at Discount
Vouchers. George joined Found in the spring of 2013 to
grow the performance arm of the business and has set
about building on Found’s already impressive standing
within the industry.

#5 Digital marketers to
be held accountable
In a world in which performance monitoring is more and
more sophisticated, never has a partner been so accountable
for their results.
As large corporations start to get their head around big data,
there will be nowhere to hide for those partners that are not
delivering as promised.
I predict that this will lead to performance-based agencies
proving to be a much more viable option as they are
incentivised by achieving the clients’ objectives which, in
turn, create two partners with a common goal.

/110706720585596371327
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“Travel aggregator sites dominate airline brands for both

George continued...

#6 Sales will be
further scrutinised by
businesses
The more powerful the third party aggregators become, the
more reliant merchants will be on the sales they generate.
However, these sales can be costly. The cost of aggregator
sales can be substantial, not only in commission but also in
the sacriﬁcing of customer ownership.

natural and paid Google rankings,” explains a recent report
from Searchmetrics.
According to the UK Online Travel & Tourism Intelligence
Report, over 80% of the click share volume within both the
flights and hotels keyword sectors comes from travel price
aggregators such as Cheap Flights and Booking.com
With aggregator sites outperforming and outspending
brands in search results, merchants need to improve the
ways in which they drive sales through their own channels.
Avoiding over reliance on aggregators is vital if they are to
maintain any kind of brand power or brand dominance in the
search engine results pages.
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Jason Duke
Senior SEO Consultant

#7 Successful SEO
requires wisdom
I’ve been around our industry for a few years now and have
heard the same mantras over and over again: ‘Google has
beaten us.’ ‘No one can deliver for their clients in the organic
search space.’ ‘The old ways no longer work. ’Put all your

Jason, a recognised SEO and online gaming industry

money in Bitcoins, not search,’ and, my personal bugbear –

spokesman, has been working in digital marketing for

‘SEO is dead.’ To that I say SEO is more alive than ever.

almost 20 years. He is well-versed in the development,
growth and beneﬁts of online campaign planning. As a
Senior SEO Consultant for Found, Jason is focused on
building online strategies for clients using his extensive
industry experience.

@JasonD
/+JasonDukeSEO
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SEO isn’t dead, it has
changed. You need to be
smarter, you need to be safer
and you need to take the right
actions to see results...
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SEO isn’t dead, it has changed. You need to be smarter, you

This is because the answers are in the data. It is about

need to be safer and you need to take the right actions to see

understanding the true meaning of historical and likely future

results. If you carry on as is, Google will get you. They are

patterns. This understanding can only come from time

getting tougher on spam and without a team that is on top of

working in such areas and the experience of data and search

Google you won’t be prepared for the future.

analysis.

Using an agency with proven SEO experience is crucial

Data plus experience delivers wisdom. It is this wisdom that

because these are the players who have the wisdom that is

builds the work plan for long term, mutually beneﬁcial,

required to stay ahead of the game. They know what has

positively led ROI from success in the search engine results

happened in the past, they look to the future and they search

pages.

for the answers. This allows them to have a sense of what
kind of direction Google is going in and, as such, they know
what kind of tactics are safe and which tactics work.
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Greg Burgess
Director of Digital Advertising

#8 Brand building will
grow as a ranking
signal
Building your brand will not just be solely for brand
awareness or as an isolated PR strategy, it will become an

As the Director of Digital Advertising here at Found, Greg

important SEO tactic as it grows in importance and as a

is a specialist at maximising online ROI and gross margin

delectable ranking signal Google use in its algorithms.

from FTSE 100 companies to early start ups. He

This means that diversifying your anchor texts to include

manages our great team of analysts, who at their core,

your brand name is no longer enough to appear natural

have developed a unique and scientiﬁc approach to
search PPC, taking these concepts to other real-time

Are people searching for your band and domain name? Are

bidding models.

you getting your brand name mentioned around the web
regardless of whether it’s backlinked? You should be.

@FoundGregYet
/108961173862975453973
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Greg continued...

conversion. So, when an ad is clicked on mobile and the user

#9 You will estimate
your multi-channel
conversions
In 2014, users will search for items on their mobile and
convert on a desktop, or vice versa. There will also likely be a

switches devices to convert, Google now has aggregated
user data at its ﬁngertips.
This estimated cross-device conversion functionality in
AdWords can estimate the likelihood of whether the user
converted on a separate device and, as analysts, we can
adjust our bids accordingly. The numbers aren’t perfected
just yet, but the industry should warm to this metric next
year.

tablet in the mix, just like the year before.
According to a Google study from September 2013, over 90%
of multi-device consumers move sequentially between
several screens for everyday activities like booking a hotel or
shopping for electronics.
We will still be unable to track exactly what a user searches
on their mobile that led him to convert on his desktop.

Over 90% of multi-device
consumers move sequentially
between several screens for
everyday activities...
- Google

However, AdWords has made a move into estimated
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Sam Morris
Client Services Director

#10 Marketing spend
is static, but
expectations are up!
Although we are seeing an uptick in the economy and some
movement in spend, businesses are still very cautious with

Sam has been a marketer for 30 years, with the last 14

their marketing budgets, and are likely to stay so for the

spent working in online. Before joining Found as Client

foreseeable future.

Services Director, Sam worked with blue chip global
companies and niche brands, both client and agency
side. Great client service is her passion as she believes in
developing people and business based on lean
processes - creating space for ROI and innovation.

@SamJaneMorris
/+SamMorrisonline
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CFOs will want to see better
return on the same outlay and
demand real measurable
results from CMOs.
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This means we will ﬁnally see an across-the-board drive
towards measurable ROI, something digital excels at. CFOs
will want to see better return on the same outlay and demand
real measurable results from CMOs. For marketers and their
delivery agencies this means getting a true picture of the
opportunity to gain, grow and retain customers.
To be able to advise their clients effectively, agencies must
be able to fully understand, plot and measure the entire client
life cycle - not just advocate one route or repeat the buzz
term of the day.
Agencies and marketers that champion this 360 holistic and
data-driven approach will see real ROI regardless of what the
economy and technology throws at us in 2014.
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Sam continued...

A survey conducted by SDL global customer experience

#11 Brick-to-click, the
circle ﬁnally closes
There are a lot of ideas and trials bubbling to the surface

management found that 53% of consumers in the UK are
willing to pay more for better customer experience during the
Christmas shopping period. According to the same study,
55% of UK respondents carry out product research in-store
using online tools such as retailer websites (49%) and other
e-commerce sites (30%).

around the perennial problem of this ﬁnal chink in the
click-brick-click cycle for retailers. Consumers want an

Retailers have ﬁnally stopped panicking about show rooming,

immersive full brand experience - they expect it on demand

mobile shopping and social recommendation and have

24/7 and they want it both in and out of the store.

embraced the opportunities these offer. Those that get to
close this ﬁnal gap in 2014 - and a couple are almost there will reap the beneﬁts. Unfortunately, with most rising to the

Consumers want an immersive
full brand experience, they expect
it to be on demand 24/7 and they
want it both in and out of the
store.
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challenge, some traditional high street names will disappear.
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Found is an award-winning Performance Marketing Agency in London
specialising in PPC, SEO, Social and Mobile. We have been recognised as an
agency able to deliver highly successful digital campaigns in innovative and
boundary-pushing ways.

Get in touch
0845 154 4692
discover@found.co.uk
www.found.co.uk

